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From Yeats, ‘Poetry and Tradition’ (page numbers ref. to Yeats’s Essays & Introductions 

(Macmillan, 1961) 

 

When Lionel Johnson and Katharine Tynan (as she was then), and I, myself, began to reform 

Irish poetry, we thought to keep unbroken the thread running up to Grattan which John 

O'Leary had put into our hands, though it might be our business to explore new paths of the 

labyrinth. We sought to make a more subtle rhythm, a more organic form, than that of the 

older Irish poets who wrote in English, but always to remember certain ardent ideas and high 

attitudes of mind which were the nation itself, to our belief, so far as a nation can be 

summarised in the intellect. (247-8) 

[…] 

We were to forge in Ireland a new sword on our old traditional anvil for that great battle that 

must in the end re-establish the old, confident, joyous world. All the while I worked with this 

idea, founding societies that became quickly or slowly everything I despised. One part of me 

looked on, mischievous and mocking, and the other part spoke words which were more and 

more unreal, as the attitude of mind became more and more strained and difficult. Madame 

Maud Gonne could still draw great crowds out of the slums by her beauty and sincerity, and 

speak to them of 'Mother Ireland with the crown of stars about her head.' But gradually the 

political movement she was associated with, finding it hard to build up any fine lasting thing, 

became content to attack little persons and little things. All movements are held together more 

by what they hate than by what they love, for love separates and individualises and quiets, but 

the nobler movements, the only movements on which literature can found itself, hate great 

and lasting things. All who have any old traditions have something of aristocracy, but we had 

opposing us from the first, though not strongly from the first, a type of mind which had been 

without influence in the generation of Grattan, and almost without it in that of Davis, and 

which has made a new nation out of Ireland, that was once old and full of memories. (249-50) 

[…] 

Three types of men have made all beautiful things. Aristocracies have made beautiful 

manners, because their place in the world puts them above the fear of life, and the 

countrymen have made beautiful stories and beliefs, because they have nothing to lose and so 

do not fear, and the artists have made all the rest, because Providence has filled them with 

recklessness. All these look backward to a long tradition, for, being without fear, they have 

held to whatever pleased them. The others being always anxious have come to possess little 

that is good in itself, and are always changing from thing to thing, for whatever they do or 

have must be a means to something else, and they have so little belief that anything can be an 

end in itself, that they cannot understand you if you say, 'All the most valuable things are 
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useless.' They prefer the stalk to the flower, and believe that painting and poetry exist that 

there may be instruction, and love that there may be children, and theatres that busy men 

may rest, and holidays that busy men may go on being busy. At all times they fear and even 

hate the things that have worth in themselves, for that worth may suddenly, as it were a fire, 

consume their book of Life, where the world is represented by cyphers and symbols; and 

before all else, they fear irreverent joy and unserviceable sorrow. […]If we would find a 

company of our own way of thinking, we must go backward to turreted walls, to courts, to high 

rocky places, to little walled towns, to jesters like that jester of Charles the Fifth who made 

mirth out of his own death; to the Duke Guidobaldo in his sickness, or Duke Frederick in his 

strength, to all those who understood that life is not lived, if not lived for contemplation or 

excitement. (251-2) 

[…] 

In life courtesy and self-possession, and in the arts style, are the sensible impressions of the 

free mind, for both arise out of a deliberate shaping of all things, and from never being swept 

away, whatever the emotion, into confusion or dullness. The Japanese have numbered with 

heroic things courtesy at all times whatsoever, and though a writer, who has to withdraw so 

much of his thought out of his life that he may learn his craft, may find many his betters in 

daily courtesy, he should never be without style, which is but high breeding in words and in 

argument. […]He has at all times the freedom of the well-bred, and being bred to the tact of 

words can take what theme he pleases, unlike the linen drapers, who are rightly compelled to 

be very strict in their conversation. Who should be free if he were not? for none other has a 

continual deliberate self-delighting happiness--style, 'the only thing that is immortal in 

literature,' as Sainte-Beuve has said, a still unexpended energy, after all that the argument or 

the story need, a still unbroken pleasure after the immediate end has been accomplished--and 

builds this up into a most personal and wilful fire, transfiguring words and sounds and events. 

It is the playing of strength when the day's work is done, a secret between a craftsman and his 

craft, and is so inseparate in his nature, that he has it most of all amid overwhelming emotion, 

and in the face of death. Shakespeare's persons, when the last darkness has gathered about 

them, speak out of an ecstasy that is one half the self-surrender of sorrow, and one half the 

last playing and mockery of the victorious sword, before the defeated world.  

 It is in the arrangement of events as in the words, and in that touch of extravagance, of 

irony, of surprise, which is set there after the desire of logic has been satisfied and all that is 

merely necessary established, and that leaves one, not in the circling necessity, but caught up 

into the freedom of self-delight… [253-4] 

[…] 

When I saw John O'Leary first, every young catholic man who had intellectual ambition fed his 

imagination with the poetry of Young Ireland; and the verses of even the least known of its 

poets were expounded with a devout ardour at Young Ireland Societies and the like, and their 

birthdays celebrated. The School of writers I belonged to tried to found itself on much of the 

subject-matter of this poetry, and, what was almost more in our thoughts, to begin a more 

imaginative tradition in Irish literature, by a criticism at once remorseless and enthusiastic. It 

was our criticism, I think, that set Clarence Mangan at the head of the Young Ireland poets in 

the place of Davis, and put Sir Samuel Ferguson, who had died with but little fame as a poet, 

next in the succession. Our attacks, mine especially, on verse which owed its position to its 

moral or political worth, roused a resentment which even I find it hard to imagine to-day, and 

our verse was attacked in return, and not for anything peculiar to ourselves, but for all that it 

had in common with the accepted poetry of the world, and most of all for its lack of rhetoric, 

its refusal to preach a doctrine or to consider the seeming necessities of a cause. [256-7] 

 

…I believed that the memory of danger, and the reality of it seemed near enough sometimes, 

would last long enough to give Ireland her imaginative opportunity. I could not foresee that a 



new class, which had begun to rise into power under the shadow of Parnell, would change the 

nature of the Irish movement, which, needing no longer great sacrifices, nor bringing any 

great risk to individuals, could do without exceptional men, and those activities of the mind 

that are founded on the exceptional moment. […]Power passed to small shop-keepers, to 

clerks, to that very class who had seemed to John O'Leary so ready to bend to the power of 

others, to men who had risen above the traditions of the countryman, without learning those 

of cultivated life or even educating themselves, and who because of their poverty, their 

ignorance, their superstitious piety, are much subject to all kinds of fear. Immediate victory, 

immediate utility, became everything, and the conviction, which is in all who have run great 

risks for a cause's sake, in the O'Learys and Mazzinis as in all rich natures, that life is greater 

than the cause, withered, and we artists, who are the servants not of any cause but of mere 

naked life, and above all of that life in its nobler forms, where joy and sorrow are one, 

Artificers of the Great Moment, became as elsewhere in Europe protesting individual voices. 

Ireland's great moment had passed, and she had filled no roomy vessels with strong sweet 

wine, where we have filled our porcelain jars against the coming winter. [259-60] 


